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SATURDAY, OCTOBER 25, 1834.
ficer, that power is to be exercised only as bring all this out at the time in the shape of
And now what principle governed the
Philadelphia seems to be gaining an on-4
the President pleases.
Congress cannot a report, because Mr. Barry’s friends con President, in making these repeated chan enviable notoriety* On Wednesday after
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY MORNING, BY
take care of your money, because all offi stituted a majority in the House ; but we ges ? Was he the chief of the democracy in all noon a Jackson Democrat was attacked in
JAMES K. REMICH.
cers are the President’s officers 1 Now if you played them, said Mr. H. a Yankee trick, this ? What sort of a Cabinet was his first ? the open street by a Bank ruffian, and stab
Office on thelWain-Street,--opposite the Meeting-House.
or I are satisfied with this state of things ;; and brought the matter forward through the For his (Mr. H’s.) part,he did not wonder bed with a Spanish knife. An attempt was
TERMS OF THE GAZETTE AND PALLADIUM.
are satisfied that any Executive officer shall medium of a petition from Bradley, praying at the President’s having dismissed them ; also made a few nights since to murder Mr.
Two dollars per annum, if paid within the year.—
thus put his hand into our Treasury, I have that the statement sent in from the Post the only wonder was, that he ever appointed Thomas Lewellen, President of the Demo
interest will be charged on all subscriptions which
only to say, that we deserve to be the sub Office might not be published, as it contain them.
It appeared that they got into a cratic Association of 2d ward, Spring Gar
remain unpaid at the expiration of the year.—No
paper discontinued, except at the option of the pub jects of an absolute monarch.—There is no ed false matter. We then managed to dis quarrel, and the whole concern was turned den, by two Bank ruffians—one of whom
difference between despotism, and the pos cuss the subject—proved the erasures, to upside down by a pair of petticoats !
lisher, until all arrearages are paid.
kept him in conversation, while the other
The publisher does not hold himself responsible for session of these powers. When Caesar had gether with the enormous sums granted by
And now, said Mr. H. that I have arrived attacked him from behind. The villains
any error in any advertisement beyond the amount crossed the Rubicon, Rome was still safe ; Barry as extra allowances—and prophesied at the intended successor to the present then fled to the Bankite Head Quarters, cor
when he had reached the gates of the city, that notwithstanding the large sum left to Chief Magistrate, 1 really know not what to ner of Callowhill and 13th streets, where
charged for its insertion.
she was not lost. It was only when he got the credit of the Post Office by Mr. M’Lean, say.—This gentleman has a Hee for the one of them was captured.
[From the Concord N. H. Statesman.]
the money of the nation, that she was in the Department would be bankrupt in three East, a face for the West, a face for the
The Pennsylvanian of Thursday says^
danger.—Caesar demanded the public mon years ! But we had not then discovered the North and a face for the South. “ Pray,
remarks
that including William Perry, it is now
ey
—
the
tribune
who
had
the
care
of
it
de

“ paper and twine” business—the $52,000 sir,” says a western man, “ are you opposed knowui that five Jackson Democrats have
OF Mr. HOLMES, OF MAINE,
At the Whig Festival in Concord, N. H. murred. Caesar drew his sword—and the charged by Blair, for abusing the Whigs. to internal improvements ?” “ O dear, no; been stabbed in the present struggle in PbiL
officer alarmed, gave way. Then, and then We had almost found out, though, the pres I am in favor of them for national objects
September 30, 1834.
adelpbia. Besides thr^e, numbers of dem-»
only—not till then, was Roman liberty pros ent of an elegant coach from Stockton & —and yours, you know, are national.” To
TOAST.
ocrats are laying wounded, from blows with
The Eastern Star of our confederacy—A little trated in the dust.
Stokes, to Post Master Barry, for certain a Carolinian, he tells the reverse. u But,” prepared bludgeons, many of them dan
obscured in the Maine—but
One of the principles upon which the facilities granted by him to them ! We says a western man, “ you are opposed to
gerously.
These bludgeons and maces
“ So sinks the day-star in the ocean bed,
President seems to have acted, is that of re showed, too, that a large sum had been ap the distribution ofthe public lands.” K O,
were prepared, and loaded with lead, weeks
And yet anon repairs his drooping head,
’
venge, and that is the characteristic of a ty propriated to the Department, notwith no! not if the West can have them.” To
And tricks his beams, and with new-spangled ore,
before the election, by the Bank bullies.
rant. What was the matter ? The money standing that it ought to have maintained it one from the Atlantic cities, who asks,
Flames in the forehead of the morning sky.”
This outrageous article is from the Bos
The talent and patriotism and energy of the was safe. Why remove it ? Why, because self, which it had more than done under Mr. “ Are you in favor of the sale of the public
sons of our Eastern sister, furnish a sure guaran a certain “ wrapping paper and twine” Barry’s predecessor.
And now the -Post lands ?” he replies, u O, yes ! certainly, if ton Post. It is like others of a kindred char
tee for her future security.
gentleman wanted to get money out of the Office is insolvent, and the Post Master, fol the proceeds can be divided among the acter from this same print. It has three ob
Mr. Holmes said it was impossible for bank at Portsmouth, and transfer it to a pet lowing the example of his master, the Pres old thirteen !” li But you are opposed to a jects.—One is to transfer the odium now
him to suffer the compliment which had bank, so as to answer electioneering purpo ident, is taking possession of the money of Bank,” say the merchants, u and we can’t resting on the Jackson party, for their vio
just been paid to his State, to pass without ses, and keep the State of New Hampshire the United States ; and for that, he has had get along without a bank.” “ O no ! indeed; lence, to the Whigs. Another is, to incite
reply. It was with pleasure he had associ in order.
But the Bank at Portsmouth a rap over the knuckles from the Senate.
I am in favor of A bank—a bank after a the ruffians of the Jackson party to person
ated himself with the Whigs of New Hamp would not remove their President—and
Now,\ what are we to think of a govern certain plan !” Now what were we to al assaults'upon the Whigs. Its third ob
shire for the purpose for which they bad hence all the mischief, and the animosity of ment going on in this way—running the make of such a man ? He was like the Irish ject is to intimidate the Whigs through fear
assembled. It had been his lot to be launch the President. The whole affair is chargea United States in debt, at a time when there man’s flea—put your finger upon him and of violence, from attending the polls. We
ed into public life in turbulent times ; in ble upon New Hampshire—not upon you, is an overflowing Treasury for all necessary faith he isn’t there ! I remember, said Mr. hope that neither object will be attained*
addition to eight or ten years spent in the gentlemen, (said Mr. H. addressing the purposes ? They claim, too, the credit of H. a member of Congress, who was very Let the whigs be true to themselves, and
Legislature of his own State, he had been meeting,J no, not upon you. He, (Mr. H.) paying off the national debt. They pay off fond, when he returned to his home, of sit scoff at the menaces of the Jackson bravoes
present during fifteen sessions in the Legis wished this were all ; but every step they the national debt ! Why at the commence ting down with a shrewd old country neigh and bullies.
lature of the general government, and du took, they found traces of the march of ty ment of Monroe’s administration a sinking bor and asking him his opinion of certain
Neither the Pennsylvanian nor the Post
ring the whole of the latter period, with one ranny.
fund was established for liquidating the debt; individuals. The old gentleman was intel believe what they say above. They have a
-exception, it had been his good fortune to
There was to be great retrenchment ; all and the present party have no more claim ligent ; and usually very correct in the better opinion of the Whigs. They know
act in conjunction with the gentleman in defaulters were to be punished ; and Tobi to the credit of what has been done in this sketches and opinions he gave. Upon one they are orderly and peaceable ; and that if
whose honor this meeting had been conven as Watkins, who was charged with being a respect than the messenger has to the pay occasion, after having hit off to the life sev there is any violence, it will come from their
ed. He need not add his testimony to that defaulter to the amount of $3000 or $4000, ment of a debt, the money for the liquida eral individuals whose names had been men own party. And that is where they want
of others in favor of this distinguished per was sentenced to perpetual incarceration, tion of which he conveys from his employ tioned, a particular and rather jesuitical it to, and are trying hard to make it, come
son.
The Whigs of New Hampshire which he would have undergone, only it was er to the person to whom it is due—no person was referred to, and the old gentle from.—Newburyport Herald.
proved that they fully appreciated the merits discovered that he had been unlawfully im-x more claim than the boy who blew the bel man’s opinion asked respecting him. The
of their Senator. But he (Mr. H.) might prisoned.
Defaulters certainly ought not lows had to the tune which was produced old man, after a long pause, and much
Extraordinary Natural Curiosity.—As
be permitted to say, that he had seen this to escape unpunished ; but why make fish upon the organ. And yet the Post Master scratching of the head, at last exclaimed, Thomas Winter, of Soulby, near Kirkby
individual stand firm in the patriotic course of one and flesh of the other ? What was the General is the only individual of the Presi f< Why, 1’11 tell you what—that are man is Stephen, was, on the 8 th inst. building a
which he had adopted ; proof alike against fact ? Why, in the State of Maine, one dent’s Cabinet who has been retained in of such fine print, I can’t read him !” Then,- stable for the Rev. John Collinson, he had
the assaults and the blandishments of power. man—a collector for the district of York— fice. It seems as if the President took pains Mr. H. continued, there was a Secretary of occasion to break a blue whin stone, and in
He had been with him in private, when the was a defaulter to the tune of $14,000, to select the worst, and turn out the best of the Treasury. He had been a New Hamp the centre he discovered a small cavity, in
mind unbent itself, and when the whole which was more than all the revenue he had ficers. No man of talent and worth is dis shire man ; but did any one know what he which was a living spider with several
man was seen ; he had witnessed his con collected—he had embezzled fines, forfeit covered in office without being immediately was noio ? He always seemed to know, young ones ! The stone and spider are
duct also in domestic life, and could say ures and all ; nothing bad escaped him. tipped out. The present Chief Magistrate however, on which side his bread was but now in the possession of the Rev. John Col
that he had not fallen short in these scenes Now this man had been chosen one of the had removed more individuals than all his tered, and took good care to feather his nest. linson, who we understand, has taken them
of the estimate which had been formed of Senators for Maine 1 But then the man was predecessors.
Many of them, however, He was now very likely a democrat—no with him to his house at Kibblt-sworih, in
his character from his public career. He a Jacksonman 1—hurrah for Jackson 1 ! did not wait to be turned out, but vacated matter what, in fact—“ as you like it.” the county of Durham.—Berwick Adv.
(Mr. H.) had toiled with him too in his He was a Jackson man, and therefore he as quickly as possible—escaped for their “ Dick,” said his master, “ have you fed
chamber.
How many evenings had found was at full liberty to rob and plunder,and lives,—Had they been caught, they would the pigs ?” “ Yes, massa, all fed.” “ Did
A Standard Rule.—An officer and a
them discussing in that little society, em he was all the cleverer fellow for it !
have been hung up under the second or you count them, Dick ?” “ Yes, massa, lawyer talking of a disastrous battle, the for
phatically caljed at Washington “ The
Then as to the expenditure of the public some other section.
In five years and a count ’em all—all but one little speckled mer was lamenting the number of brave of-»
Mountain,” the principles of Foot’s resolu money generally. This, since the last year half, the President has had three Attorney feller, and he frisky frisky about so, can’t ficers that fell on the occasion, when the
tion, the removing power, and the usurpa of Adams’ administration, had increased Generals, two Secretaries ofWar, three Sec count him at all.”
Such was the present lawyer observed, “ Those who live by the
tion of the purse by the President, previous eight millions. So much for retrenchment ! retaries of the Navy, four Secretaries of cabinet; composed of materials as discor sword, die by the sword.” “ By a similar
to the great grasp which he had recently And how had this increased expenditure State, and five Secretaries of the Treasury. dant as the mixture in the cauldron of Mac rule, answered the officer, those who live by
made ! It was not, however, his (Mr. H’sJ taken place ?—Why, there was the Indian Now this was a matter of great importance. beth’s witches. But it was said, there was the law, must die by the law.”
intention to take up too much time in dis Department—the removal of the Indians How was it possible that the business of the a power behind the throne greater than the
cussing the abuses of the present administra beyond the Mississippi. If the whole par nation could be properly done under such throne itself.
United Family.—The New York Trans
This was true—there was
tion, and the inroads which it had made up ty were not steeped to the eyes in corrup repeated changes ? What was the nature of Amos Kendall, Elijah Hayward, and this cript tells us that at a late police examina
on public liberty. The great difficulty con tion in this affair, he (Mr. HJ although a these Departments of the Government ? “ Wrapping-Paper and Twine” here. These tion in that city, the prisoner, a female, be
nected with this subject, was to know Yankee, would never guess again. Then Take only one or two of them. The De enacted the part of the three principal ing asked by the Judge if she had any fam
where to begin, and where to end—there there were our foreign relations.
All the partment of State. The duties of the Secre witches—the weired sisters ; these were the ily connections and where they were, repli
was too much to say.
They were in the old ministers had been brought home, with tary of State were two-fold ; he had to at “ dark and midnight hags”—the u kitchen ed, « My daughter’s in Albany, my son’s in
same condition as the clergyman, who, after a retiring pension, amounting to a quarter tend both to the home and foreign Depart cabinet”—who paced round the cauldron— New Orleans, my mother’s in Ireland, my
depicting to the Indian the terrors of the of their salary ; and new ones appointed ments, there being no minister for the for occasionally stirred its contents, chanting in aunt’s in England, my uncle’s in Scotland,
fiery furnace, was thus answered by the son with the $9000 a year allowance ; and the mer. This officer, therefore, ought to pos cessantly their infernal ditty,
my brother’s in the East Indies, my sister’s
in the West, my nephew’s at the Cape of
of the forest,—“ Well, now, I don’t believe $9000 for their outfit. A gentleman from sess great experience—he ought to know
“ Double, double, toil and trouble,
Good Hope, and my husband’s gone to the
any of your fish stories.” It will be proper, Virginia—the minister to Russia, had been every body both at home and abroad. Now
Fire burn, and cauldron bubble.”
devil, I believe ; for he died drunk in chol
however,—(said Mr. Holmes, taking a few allowed to remain in England, receiving, let them examine what haff been the prac
Now with such a cabinet, and with a era time, and so we’re pretty much scatter
memoranda from his pocket,)—don’t be notwithstanding, his $9000, and this at a tice of previous Presidents in relation to
alarmed, gentlemen, I am not going to read period when our relations with Russia this matter. [Mr. Holmes here gave a President at its head supported only by the ed.”
a speech, although I might cite an illustri (which were thus left to the care of a minor) statement of the terms of service of the va strength of his own passions, what have the
Bank Robber taken.—Our readers may
ous example from your own State !—It will were of the most critical nature. Such was rious Secretaries of State from the time of people to expect ? How can the country be
be proper, however, and 1 will just allude to the way in which the funds of the nation Washington down to the present reign of otherwise than ruined in the hands of such recollect that we published about a month
some of the great usurpations of the Execu were expended to reward party.
terror, showing that in 40 years there had men ? There is but one way of escape, and ago an account of a robbery exceeding sixty
tive, with which the people ought to be made
But this was not all.
There was the been only eight Secretaries of State, four of that is, by turning out these men. Let the thousand dollars in amount, which was
acquainted ; and notwithstanding that I Post Office Department. He (Mr. H.) re whom had resigned, three been elected to people be vigilant ; let them do like the committed on the Norfolk Bank, in Roxbu
may be thought vain, I will permit myself to ally did not know how to begin upon this the Presidency, and only one removed.] In people of New York—keep their shops shut ry, Mass. On Thursday last the principal
say, that, being a matter of fact sort man, I branch of the subject. Fie remembered he the whole 40 years, then, there had been during the period of the election, and make robber of the gang was fortunately appre
may be able to tell you something which was on an investigating committee in the only eight Secretaries of State, and only politics for the time their sole business. hended at Baltimore and lodged in jail. His
has not jet come before the public.
year 1831, and at the session previous, they one of them had been removed ; while un That is the way to restore the liberty be name is William Devoe, an old offender^
They well known to our police, and has already
I will allude to the seizure of the public had passed a resolution directing the Post der the present Chief Magistrate, and with queathed to us by our forefathers.
money.
It is emphatically a seizure of Master General to give in a statement of in a period of five years, four Secretaries should exert themselves to the utmost, and been an inmate of our State Prison,, and is
the public money.
The President takes the concerns of bis department. This he had been removed, and one translated. they could not but succeed. In his (Mr. the same person who robbed the W’heeling
upon himself to control the discretion of a did not do until two or three days before the Now if anything could show the evil ten H’s.) State, great inroads had been made Bank, but having restored the property
subordinate officer—a discretion given to close of the session, and then he sent in a dency of the course of the present adminis upon public liberty ; but her star had not when apprehended, was at the time suffered
We understand
that officer by law : he (the President] takes document of 300 pages, comprising much tration, it was these facts.
How could our yet set. He saw the light breaking through to escape punishment.
the money in this way from the Bank of the useless matter: this was done purposely foreign relations be properly attended to un the clouds which had obscured her horizon. that hopes are entertained that the m.oney
United States, where it had been placed by that the Committee might not have time ful der such capricious changes ? But this was What had been recently done had saved her stolen from the Norfolk Bank will be recov
law, and puts it where neither he nor any ly to investigate the matter.
They had not the worst. How was it with the office —they had scotched the snake, and would ered.— N Y.iCour. # Enq<
They now knew their
of us can control it. If this were not an since, however, got at the root of the evil, of Secretary of the Treasury ? That officer shortly kill it.
usurpation and seizure of the public money, which they found to be the “ extra allow had to attend to 104 districts, from which strength—and he would say to the people
Mysterious.—About eleven o’clock last
he (Mr. H.J knew not what was.
Was ances.” Extra allowances had been made were collected the exterior revenue, requir of New-Hampshire, “Go ye and do like night, as Mr. Abel Merriam was passing'
there a single principle in the Constitution in one month to the amount of $100,000. ing the service of 1600 officers ; he had al wise.” Let them but do.their duty;, and the Old Cambridge Briclge# he found, nearly
which gave the President authority to act These allowances were stated to have been so to attend to forty land districts and twen time was not far distant, when the Whigs of half way across, a' hat and a pocket book,
thus ? The keys of the Treasury were never made by Mr. Bradley, who was a mere lo ty-seven surveyor’s districts ; to 170 officers Maine would take the Whigs of New- lying near each other. The hat was a half
confided to him, for a moment : he had no cum tenens during the time that elapsed be at Washington, besides those employed in Hampshire by the hand !
worn drab ; the owner’s name was not in it*
right to the possession of a single dollar, ex tween the resignation of Mr. M’Lean and the different banks.
Mr. Holmes concluded by offering the The tradesman’s stamp was “ Samuel Mans
And yet this officer,
cepting in the way of salary. He must go the appointment of Mr. Barry.
field, manufacturer, Essex street, Salem.”
Forty who had to attend to the collection and dis following toast :
through the same process to get money’ from seven instances of extra allowances were bursement oftwenty five millions of dollars,
The State of New Hampshire—May she be The pocket book contained no money, but
the Treasury, as was pursued by the hum placed to the account of Mr. Bradley, who, had been removed four several times, the speedily unwrapped of her ‘‘wrapping-paper,” was full of papers of more or less value—
blest citizen to get possession of a five dol however, upon being interrogated, denied present being the fifth incumbent ! While, and disentangled of her “ twine.”
from which it evidently appears to have
lar bill.
It was never intended that the that he had made them, and said they had during the 40 previous years, there had
Lightning Conductors.—It is fancied by belonged to Mr. Jonathan Perkins, PostPresident should have a dollar, but what been made by Mr. Barry. The Committee been only seven changes—all resignations
many that it is quite sufficient to put up an Master, Newington, N. H.
was given to him.
But the President said, found, on examination, that there had been —not one removal.
Now he (Mr. H.) iron rod, with one end in the ground, and
(T?’Since the above was in type, we
this officer—this Secretary of the Treas erasures, and that in 30 instances the name would ask, how could it be otherwise than the other a few feet higher than the roof, to
learn that Mr. Perkins came into town yes
ury—is my officer !” Here was the conse of Barry had been removed, and that of that under such a system as this, all our af protect a building from lightning. It should
terday morning, accompanied by his son
quence of having a military man at the Bradley inserted! The Committee then fairs should be mismanaged ? During 28 be impressed on the public that conductors,
and a hired man, and took lodgings at the
head of affairs, with none but military no went to Mr. Barry—he was not to be seen previous years, there had been but three unless perfectly insulated, are calculated to Eastern Stage House. About five o’clock
tions.
He, (the President^ cast his eye till mid-day—could not hold his hand steady changes ; while during the last five, four produce the disaster they are intended to last evening, he went out, saying that he was
upon the rule of subordination in the army, till one o’clock.
It was then ascertained Secretaries of the Treasury had died a vio prevent. The best mode of insulating them going to Cambridge, and if he could not get
and then applied that rule to the civil ad that the account had been correctly made lent death; Ingham had been removed, is for them to passT through glass rings, and a ride back, he should walk, although it
ministration of the Government.—Thus out by the clerks, but that a reverend gen M’Lane translated, Duane removed, and in no part to be in contact with any thing were ten o’clock.
His son is 12 or 13
coming to the conclusion that every officer tleman, named Brown, had directed them to Taney had been rejected by the Senate ; but glass. The lightning conductors placed years of age.
He says his father had four
was under his control. Remember, then, :substitute the name of Bradley, for that of and Woodbury, though he did breathe, he on
<
the Royal Exchange, at Paris, are a or five hundred dollars in his pocket-book.
said Mr. H. that if you give power to an of- Barry / Well, the Committee could, not dared not breathe loud !
perfect model in this respect.
Boston Transcript^
AND MAINE PALLADIUM,

men retreated. After obtaining a reinforce men labored to throw obstructions in the s
ment, they renewed the attack ; assailed the way of the voters. In Locust and Middle
MAIL
ARTICLES
’foreign news.
Whig quarters, tore off the window shutters, Wards, there were also several disturbances SATURDAY, OCTOBER25, 1834.
the Philadelphia Daily Gazette of Oct. 15,]
doors, &c. and kindled a fire round the though of a less serious character. In the =
Later from Europe.—London papers of: [From
I
PRINTERS.
DREADFUL RIOT.
Whig Liberty Pole, with the wreck of the other wards generally, peace prevailed
September 7th and Paris of the evening of
destruction
of
property
and
loss
of
throughout
the
day,
lanes
being
formed
by
demolished
shutters
and
doors.
During
the
the 9th, have been received at New York.
i
HE subscriber offers for sale the estabLIFE 1
enacting of these scenes of outrage, the which every citizen was pushed to the polls
On the 6th, a committee of the holders of
Among the many disgraceful scenes of threats of vengeance and destruction of the after wailing his turn.
Spanish Stock presented a memorial to the
In the county there was much rioting “KENNEBUNK GAZETTE
French King, remonstrating in strong terms <outrage which took place yesterday, that Whigs and their Quarters, from the aug
AND MAINE PALLADIUM.”
against the financial plan ol the Spanish whi,ch occurred in the township of Moya mented Jackson host, roused the former to throughout the day. At the poll in the
This paper has a fair circulation, which,
Minister, Toreno, and urging the interposi mensing, at a late hour in the evening, ap the determination of defending their Quar Northern Liberties several severe fights
however, it is believed, might be greatly in
tion of the King for their relief. In reply, pears to have been the most serious in its ters to the last extremity, and for this pur took place, and several persons were badly J creased with very little exertion. The ad
the King assured them that strong represen consequences. Besides the destruction of a pose procured fire arms. The expected at injured. A respectable Whig voter belong- 1vertising patronage is good for a country pa
tations had been already made by the block of five handsome and valuable houses, tack was made—the Whigs within the house ing to the Third ward, was knocked down, per.
French and British Ambassadors, and that the property of our townsman Mr. Robb, it fired, and wounded, report says, eighteen qf and kicked in the side while down, and
The office consists of an excellent super
there was reason to hope that the plan appears that several individuals were seri- the Jackson men. After this, the whole of trampled upon. An assault was made up royal Wells’ Press—an excellent Ramage do.
ously injured, and perhaps one or more the party attacked the Whig Quarters, drove on the head qaarters of the whigs, and the —Type sufficient for three Country Offices,
would be modified.
particulars
ofc this dreadful out the occupants, and set the premises on windows of the house broken. The Jack- &c. &c. The purchaser might take the whole
r"‘
’
A motion for the adoption of a Declara kiHed. "Tbe
sonmen, however, were repulsed, and thrown or a part of the materials.
tion of Rights has been laid before the pop scene of violence, as well as we could learn fire.
The price, considering the many advanta
out. At some of the polls it was next to an
ular branch of the Spanish Cortes, and is from the various contradictory statements
another.
ges of the establishment, will be reasonable.
expected to produce a warm discussion. made on the ground this morning, appears
The riot commenced by a number of impossibility at certain periods to get to the The establishment is offered for sale, because
The articles submitted have in view to es toxbe as follows.
Jacksonmen from the First District going windows. In Spring Garden and at other the proprietor, in consequence of other busi
The Whigs of Moyamensing had estab up to Moyamensing with banners and lan polls in the county, similar scenes occurred ness, finds it inconvenient to carry it on.
tablish an entire liberty of the press, to take
The terms of payment, time when posses
from the law all power of retrospective ac lished their head quarters in the tavern at terns, and parading before the Whig Quar of a character no less disgraceful.
Philadelphia Gazette of 15 th inst.
sion would be given and other particulars,
tion, to declare all persons admissible to all the corner of Christian and Ninth street, ters, and finally attempting to cut down the
will be made known to any one desirous of
public employments, to fix the responsibili opposite the District Hall, where the elec Liberty Pole. The Whigs beat them off,
We stated a day or two since that Robert
ty of Ministers, and to regulate taxation and tions are held. The Jacksonmen establish and afterwards returned the attack on the Temple, President of Rutland Bank, was kill purchasing, on application to the subscriber.
Letters on the subject must be post-paid.
ed their ffead quarters on the opposite side Jackson Quarters, which, with the Hickory
the tenure of property.
ed by the accidental discharge of his fowling
JAMES K. REM1CH.
The last accounts from the seat of war of the way, by the erection of a booth on Pole, they destroyed.
In their turn they piece. It now appears that he committed
Gazette & Palladium Office, ?
represent Gen. Rod'll as pursuing Don Car- the pavement, having failed in an attempt were again attacked—and it was in this at suicide. It is said that he anticipated an ar
October 25, 1834.
>
Ids in Biscay, but no distinct details are giv to procure the use of an untenanted house tack that fire arms were used by both par rest, by the District Attorney, for frauds and
in the same row with the Whigs. In the ties, and with fatal effect, one man being forgeries upon the Government, while acting Pennsylvania Congressional Elections.
en of the operations of either party.
The cholera was raging in Catalonia. course of the evening, the Jackson party, killed and several wounded. The Jackson as Pension Agent, which date back as far as —In the first Congressional District, Dr.
Sutherland (Tory) is re-elected by a majority
In Tarragona, the daily mortality was a- being much stronger on the ground than men were seen ftiud they are known) delib 1822. \ '
This is no doubt the fraud alluded to in the
bout forty. In Valencia, on the 22d, the their opponents, committed it is said many erately cutting oflt the window and door following extract from a Washington letter of 1237. Mr. Gowen was the Whig candi
number of deaths exceeded two hundred, assaults upon peaceable Whig voters, by frames for the purpose of getting fire wood published in the Norfolk Herald. “ There is date and received 2345 of 6127 votes thrown.
and a nearly equal nunjiber occurred on breaking their lanterns, tearing away their to burn down the Liberty Pole—in doing no doubt that a magnificent fraud has been Messrs Gowen and Sutherland were the can
electioneering bills, and finally in knocking which they fired several houses belonging to practised upon the Government, by a high
each of the four days pYeceding.
didates in this district in 1832, when Mr. G*
In Gottenburg, about 1800 persons fell down and beating them. This course of James Robb, an anti-Jacksonman, who was official dignitary of Vermont. The report is
received
1916 votes. It will b&seen, there
victims to the same disease between the 26th conduct appears to have been pursued until discharged from the Post Office, when the that he has received the pay for eighty-three
fore, that the Whig strength has increased
of July and the 21st of August. It had ap human nature could submit to the aggrava present Post Master came into office. The revolutionary pensioners, amounting to two or
hundred thousand dollars, and it turns over 400 since 1832. Moyamensing, where
peared in Stockholm, and in several other ting insults no longer. The Whigs made a firemen promptly repaired to the spot, but three
rally and to punish the insolence of the Jack were not allowed to play or act, and in at out that the names are fictitious—there being the disgraceful riots took place, is in this dis
places in Sweden.
no such men in Vermont. The official gen
Accounts from Constantinople, of the sonmen, made a rush on them, and cut tempting to do their duty,* several of them tleman has been in Washington, and threat trict, and we have ,seen it stated in several
down
their
hickory
pole.
The
ground
then
15th ult. confirm the news that Ibraham
were seriously hurt, and their hose cut in ened to blow out the brains of one of the offi papers that Dr. Sutherland’s election would
cers of the Department, if he refused to de probably be contested.
Pacha has obtained great advantages over became quiet—the disturbance was consid several places.
stroy the papers (list of names, &c.) and of
the Syrian insurgents.
They moreover ered as finally settled, and peace was fully
In the 2d district Messrs. Harper and In
ANOTHER ACCOUNT.
fered $5,000 if he would do so. The papers
state that “ other victories have been gained restored. This state of things, however,
(Whigs) are chosen by handsome
gersoll
Theriot
commenced
by
the
Jackson
men
by the Egyptian troops, which must continued but a short time ; the opposing making an attack on the anti-Jackson men, were destroyed and the amount paid when majorities. Harper had 5560 and Ingersoll
’
the
gentleman
made
off
for
New
York.
”
party,
in
the
interim,
had
been
collecting
speedily put an end to the insurrectionary
who were distributing tickets, breaking the
5589 votes. Xinnard and Horn were the
spirit of the revolted districts, and will effect their forces from Southwark, the city, and lanterns they were carrying, as well as those
Indiana.—The official returns from all the Tory candidates—the former received 3710
upper
districts,
and
suddenly
and
unexpect

a complete change in the painful situation
edly appeared on the ground in great num which were fixed around the Whig head counties in this state have been received, by and the latter 3671 votes.
of Ibrahim.
which it appears that Governor Noble’s pre
bers, and made a desperate attack upon the quarters. This attack was repelled by the cise majority over Judge Read is 9,495 votes.
In the 3d district, Ash (Tory) is elected by
Whigs, and the Jackson men retreated.
Whig
Head
Quarters,
driving
into
the
house
majority
of 1157. Watmough (Whig) rep
a
Liverpool papers of the 12th ult. have
The Jackson men rallied, and augmented
been received at the office of the N. Y. Jour nearly every whig on the ground. They in their number by a reinforcement from f Another Suicide.—On last Saturday evening resents this district in the present Congress
nal of Commerce, but contain no political deliberately set fire to the splendid Liberty Southwark, renewed the attack on the Whig about half past nine o’clock, a day laborer by and was a candidate for re-election. Wat
Pole in front, and the watchbox at the cor
the name of William Coombes, said to be
intelligence.
mough received 4041 votes in 1832 and was
ner, and then entered the tavern and ad head-quarters, assailed the doors and win from the vicinity of Bath, England, was found
dows, but were prevented from getting into suspended from a beam and dead in a shed chosen by 900 majority, although the election
joining
houses
in
the
row
—
destroyed
the
fur

From Jamaica.—Jamaica papers to the
the house by the police officers.
During adjoining to Mr. Stinchfield’s tavern in this took place in a period of great political ex
13th ult. have been received at the office of niture in those which where tenanted —threw this attack a shot was fired at the quarters village. His age was 58.
citement. This year, Watmough received
out
the
beds
and
bedding,
&c.
and
piled
the Baltimore American. They contain
Brunswick {Me.} Family Pioneer.
of the Whigs.
547 votes more than he did in 1832 and still
them
up
in
the
street,
and
set
the
mass
on
many complaints of the conduct of the ne
Disappointed in gaining access to the
the tory candidate is declared to be elected
groes since their emancipation, without how fire !
A
Movement
in
N'ashville.
—
John
P.
Erwin,
Still unsatisfied with the work of destruc house, they attempted to cut down the Whig Esq. former Postmaster in Nashville, (Tenn.) by over 1100 majority !!—The Philadelphia
ever mentioning any serious disturbances,
tion,
the mob ransacked the lower rooms of Liberty Pole planted in front. Unable to who was appointed by Mr. Adams, and re Daily Gazette of the 15th inst. says
and express apprehensions that the Sugar
effect this with axes, the pole being strap
out by Gen. Jackson, has recently been
estates will lose muchof their value. Sev the Whig tavern, threw out the furniture ped with iron, they kindled a fire around it formed
• elected Mayor of that city, by a majority of “We learn from the morning papers that a
upon
thè
blazing
pile
in
the
street,
and
eral shocks of an earthqualte were experien
which very soon ascending, communicated more than two to one over his Jackson oppo committee who visited several of the polls in
ced at Port Royal on the 7th, but it does not grossly assaulted all upon whom they could to the house : and at this time the beseiged nent '. The vote was for Erwin 410 ; for the upper part of the county, yesterday, to
appear that any serious damage was done. lay their hands. The landlady and her Whigs fired on their assailants, who fled, M’Combs 161. Majority for Erwin, 249. witness the means pursued by the friends of
shrieking children were driven with violence
and the Whigs escaped from their quarters. Although it was not made a party question ; i
Dreadful Calamity.—The steam boat into the street, and severely maltreated. The fire spread to four contiguous buildings, yet the triumphant vote given to an individual General Ash, to secure his election, have
Fairy Queen, arrived at this port, brings The persons in the upper rooms, now con which are consumed. The rioters prevent upon whom had been laid the heavy hand of found abundant cause to resist his pretentions
most melancholy intelligence from the sidering that the object of the mob was to ed the firemen from saving the Whig quar Jackson reform, may nevertheless be deemed to his seat in Congress.”
something of a sign. The name of the Hero
In the 4th district, Messrs. Heister, Potte
steamboat Banner.
This boat burst her murder them, procured fire arms, and from
ters, till the flames had gained such head of two wars is not quite so potent as it once
boiler near a place called the Devil’s Island, the third story windows and the roof, fired
and
Darlington (Whigs) are re-elected.
that all their exertions were useless.
was, even in Nashville.—Balt. Pat.
on Tuesday last, by which accident jive per into the street. Blank cartridges, it is said
In the 5th, Jacob Fry, jun. (Tory) is elect
All
accounts
agree
in
stating
that
the
sons lost their lives, and thirteen others were used at first, but these were insufficient Jackson men were the first agressors, by
The Tories, in abusing the Senate of the ed.
to intimidate the mob. Subsequently, we
were wounded.—St. Louis Republican.
United States for not being so ridiculously in
In the 6th, Matthias Morris (Whig) is
their
attempt
to
get
possession
of
the
Whig
learn, several in the street were injured by
head quarters.
The number wounded is consistent as to concur in the appointments ' elected.
Steamboat Disaster.—The steamer buck shot, and it is said that one individual not known ; reports are various, some sta of Taney and Stevenson, threatened them |
with the" condemnation of the people. But! In the 7th, 8th and 9th, D. D. Wagener,
Friend, was run into on Saturday night last, died while being conveyed to the Hospital. ting it to be six others eighteen or twenty.
what has been the result? Why, in Mary-! Edward B. Hubley, and Henry A. MuhlenThe crowd in front who stood their
about two miles above the city, by the
land, and in Stevenson’s District, in Virginia, burg (Tories) are chosen. Wagener and
steamers Tom Jefferson and Transport, and ground firmly, and replied to those inside
THE RESULT.
the whigs have triumphed, and the majority
sunk in ten minutes. Fortunately no lives by tremendous vollies of bricks, stones and
has thereby approved the proceedings of the Muhlenburg are members of the present
We
publish
in
another
column,
the
result
Congress.
were lost. The boat will be a total loss— other missiles, at length made a desperate of the election in the city and county ol Senate.—Boston Centvnel.
part of the cargo and the cabin furniture sa rush inside, and cleared the premises, not Philadelphia, held yesterday, for the choice
In the 10th, William Clarke (Whig) is re
only of human beings, but of furniture, leav
ved.—New Orleans paper,3d inst.
The Post Office Committee.—The Provi elected.
of
members
of
Congres?,
the
State
Legisla

ing not a particle untouched. Soon after,
dence Journal of Saturday says—“ The Hon.
In the 11th, Henry Logan (Tory) is chosen.
We have no doubt of this circumstance, whether from accident or design, we are un ture, and corporation officers. It will be Mr. Southard, of the U. S. S. arrived in this
In the 12th, George Chambers (Whig) is
— that the Executive government of France able to state, the tavern took fire, and the seen that the Whigs of the city proper have city yesterday. There are now present three
has been afraid to press the subject of the flames spread rapidly and fiercely in every achieved a most glorious victory, having of the members of the Committee appointed re-elected.
In the 13th, 14th, 15th, 16th & 17th, Messrs.
Treaty upon the Chambers, lest it should direction. The situation of affairs was now elected every man nominated, by an average to examine into the abuses complained of in
not succeed, (if it could succeed at all,) by a awful and appalling. The mob had entire majority of nearly two thousand votes. the P. O Department, viz. Messrs. Grundy, Miller, Henderson, Beaumont, Anthony and
Southard and Knight. They held a meeting
majority such as it desired to appear to possession of the whole place, not a solitary Last year the Whig majority was between yesterday, we understand, on the subject mat Laporte (Tories) are re-elected.
have absolutely in the legislative branch. anti-Jackson man having the temerity to one and two hundred. In the county our ter of their appointment at the United States
In the 18th, 19th and 20th, Job Mann,
The Chambers do not view the indemnity show his face. The alarm of fire was soun, friends have been defeated, not by fair means District Court room. They will proceed as John Klingersmith, jun. and Andrew Bu
stipulated in the Treaty with an eye of fa ded, and the fire companies arrived on the. however, but by the systems of violence and far north as Concord, N. 11. and most proba chanan (Tories) are chosen.
vor, and the opposition to Louis Philippe spot, but the mob would not permit them toi illegal voting which was commenced by our bly inquire into some of Isaac Hill’s con
In the 21st and 22d, Messrs. McKennan
and the ministry would take the utmost ad go into operation.
Many were openly opponents at the ward election. Suther- tracts.”
and Denny (Whigs) are re-elected.
'
land
’
s
reported
majority
is
over
one
thous

vantage of any invidious topic and inauspi threatened that if they put a drop of water
In the 23d, Mr. Harrison (Tory) is re-elect
We notice very great shipments from this
on the fire they would be beaten. One or and, and Ash’s majority about the same
cious appearances.—Nat. Gazette.
county
of
apples
and
potatoes
this
fall,
for
ed.
number.
The
Jackson
county
Assembly
two companies, however, persisted in their
In the 24th, Mr. Banks (Whig) is re-elected.
Vermont.—A meeting of Freemasons exertions, and one attachment was led out, ticket, has a majority of upwards of two purchases at the West. These articles ap
pear to be in great demand, and command
was lately held at Woodstock, Vt. which but it was soon dragged away by main force thousand.
In the 25th, Mr. Galbraith (Tory) is re
The whole number of votes polled in the large prices—particularly potatoes.—By these elected.
was attended by about eighty. Committees and the whole block of buildings was per
means we hope to regain what has been ex
city proper, is 9261, being an increase of pended for southern flour within the last
were appointed to procure the signatures of mitted to burn down !
Pennsylvania elects 28 members of Con
about
500
votes
over
the
poll
of
last
year.
Masons in every town in the county to a
These particulars embrace, we believe,
year.— Gardiner Chronicle.
gress. It will be seen above, that the Whigs
paper, expressing their willingness to aban all the facts of the case, without coloring or The whole number polled in the county is
have chosen eleven and the tories seventeen.
don the institution.
partiality. The scene altogether was most about 16,500, showing an increase over the Exports of Hallowell.—I have procured from I —Several of the districts which have chosen
an authentic source, a statement of the an
vote
of
last
year,
of
not
less
than
jive
thous

disgraceful to the country. The houses de
The Hartford Review informs us, that a stroyed were the property of an unoffending and votes, an unnatural increase that affords nual exports from this town : Wool and sheep Tories are how represented by Whigs ; most
skins, $100,000 ; granite, $100,000 ; herds
quantity of gunpowder, placed by some, citizen, who had acquired them by hard in abundant evidence of illegal voting. The grass and clover seed, $40,000; pot-ash, $20,-1 if not all of them, however, were originally
gain
of
the
Whrgs
in
the
city
is
about
one
malicious persons at the entrance of the dustry.— His loss will probably not fall
000 ; oats, $10,000 ; butter, $10,000; hay, Jackson men and were elected as such.
thousand votes; the loss of the Jackson $6000 ; furs, $5000 ; patatoes and beans,
Free Church in that city, exploded during short of $5000.
State Legislature.—Ten Senators were
party about seven hundred. The gain of $4000 ; cider and apples, $2000; beef and
service on Sunday evening last, fortunately
elected
this year—-4 of them are Whigs and 6
without injury to the congregation. Are- [From the Philadelphia Gazette of October 16.] the whigs in the county, over their vote of pork barrels, $2000 ; lumber, $3000.
Correspondent of the Boston Courier.
Tories.
ward of $100 has been offered for the dis THE MOYAMENSING OUTRAGE. last year, is but little short of two thousand
Thirty-four Whigs and forty-five tories
votes, while the increase of the Jackson par
covery of the persons who placed it there.
The account of this disgraceful affair ty is over three thousand I These facts,
(I?3 Tory prosecution at Limerick.—The have been returned to the House of Repre
On the same evening a mob collected at the
African Methodist Church, and an affray which we published yesterday, appears to apart from the direct evidence which our defeat of the tories at Limerick in electing sentatives, so far as returns have been receiv
candidate to the Legislature has created
took place, in which one colored man was be substantially correct, as the leading par friends possess on the subject, afford cohclu- their
ticulars are fully confirmed by the statements sive proof, that the number of votes polled very hostile feelings, which has shown itself ed. 16 counties remain to be heard from.
seriously injured.
in other papers. On subsequent enquiry if is far greater than the number of legal vo on several occasions. But the party at Lim Last year there were 35 Whigs and 65 Tories
erick is done up and done over—they cant1 go in the House.
does not appear that any individual has di
it’ there, that’s plain. A short time since the
Piping to some purpose.—The Wander ed of the wounds received on the evening of ters in the couuty.
The weather yesterday was raw and tories induced a certain character to com
New Jersey.—This state is entitled to 6
ing Piper is said, during the year he has the riot.
Several will suffer severely, but
been in the United States, to have given to well grounded hopes are entertained that all cold, and some few citizens were probably mence an action against the Selectmen of Representatives in Congress, who are chosen
unable to poll their votes, in consequence oí that town for damages, for refusing his vote by General Ticket. Returns have been re
charitable purposes about $7000 ; or, in
will recover.
the
difficulty in reaching the window, and on the day of election.—The case excited con
other words he has piped that sum out of
siderable interest; the tories were in attend ceived from all the counties in the State,
The
following
is
from
the
National
Ga

the danger of remaining long on the damp ance from the great leaders down to the tail
pockets that were full into pockets that were
from which it appears that Messrs. Dickerzette :
pavement.
empty.
end of nothing. The case was tried on the son, Parker, Fowler, Schenck, Shinn and
At
the
State
House,
the
poll
was
compar

The Riots in Moyamensing. (Commu
11th inst. before John Jameson, Esq. of Cor
At the grand fair and cattle-show at Con nication— From an eye-witness.)—About atively quiet, but at the North Mulberry nish, and resulted in favor of the Selectmen. Lee (Tories) are re-elected by a majority of
cord, among the premiums awarded was nine o’clock, a number of Jackson men were Ward window there was a continual disturb Council for" the defendants, Hon. Daniel 721. A majority of the members elect of the
one of nine dollars to Reuben Hoar of Lit seen actively employed in distributing clubs, ance and commotion. For some time ac Goodenow—for plaintiff, John McDonald, the State Legislature are also Tories. There is
P£°;^r^C’±latefOr,heLegÍSla’ no doubt, therefore, that a Jackson Senatleton, for the best specimen of domestic and administering strong drink to their ad cess to the poll was impracticable, except í±
ture.—Limington Recorder.
by
walking
over
the
heads
of
those
who
herents
:
this
was
shortly
followed
by
an
silk, one of $25 to the same person for mul
tor will be chosen in place of the able and
berry trees, and one of five dollars to Elijah attack from a number of the Jackson men crowded the steps before the window.
The Charlestown Aurora informs us, that accomplished Frelinghuysen, whose term as
Whitu . of Groton, for a soap stone pump. on the Whig Head Quarters, by throwing Many citizens were divested of their coats the trial of the individuals indicted on the U. S. Senator from this State expires in
stonesand shouting on their followers. This and vestcoats in their exertions to force their charge^of being^concerned in thejlestruction March next, and ‘ who is an ornament to the
‘The Newport N. H. Spectator, of the was continued but a few minutes, when a way through, and others were greatly bruis of the Ursuline Convent, will commence be
Senate and «specially to the State which he
30th ult., says “ snow fell briskly upon the number of the Whig party returned the at ed and injured. It was indeed a painful fore the Supreme Judicial Court on tl.„ ~._
represents,’
tack with such violence that the Jackson j sight to see the pertinacity with which some Monday of December.
hills this morning.”
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Maine Anti-Slavery Convention.—AI More Riots !—Our readers will find in'
OFFICIAL CANVAS®,
| One of the Philadelphia inspectors of elec.nahes offl/lnvit
affidai ♦ Lot- «a ' an,.»
man named
__
meeting of the friends of the immediate abo another part of this day’s paper, the particu REPRESENTATIVES TO CONGRESS; ' tions IVIQl/aCf
Y
ork
D
istrict
.
George
•
Daniels
offered
him
$500
to vote for
lition of slavery in the United States, Was lars of the sangiiihary and lamentable riots
Jeremiah Goodwin,
3685
John G. Watmough. The tories intimate
held at Augusta, in accordance with previous which took place in the County, of Philadel
AN A W A Y r r<; m th e sb bHorace Porter,
3511
that Daniels must have been an agent of the
-Ou scriber, on Sunday morn
public notice, on the 15th inst. Ninety mem phia, on the day of the General Election.
W. A. Hayes,
500
Bank. , Those who are credulous enough to
ing the I9th instant, an Indent-,
J. McDonald,
492
bers from 34 towns and from Bowdoin Col The Tory papers charge the whigs with the
fewallow this must suppose the Bank is a very
ed Apprentice, by the name of
Scattering,
198
great jackass. This Philadelphia inspector
lege and Readfield Seminary were present. perpetration of these outrages against the laws
K erace KioihalL
No choice.
probably wants an office and takes this mode
The meeting was called to order by Rev. of God and man; The charge is false and
, Carried away with him two
Cumberland District.
to get it. We will wage a trifle that he is a
snug-bodied or drefes broad
Mr. Adams of Hallowell—Rev. Mr. Thurs groundless—destitute of a shadow of truth.
Francis O. J. Smith, (elected)
5262
paltry knave, and that this story was contri
cloth Coats, ofie blue With yelldiv metal but
James C. Churchill,
4827
ton of Winthrop was chosen Chairman— In the cities and large towns, where the Whigs
ved solely for effect on the elections.
tons, the other dark mixtyi with black ♦ Cover
Scattering,
41
Augusta Journal.
Samuel M. Pond and Ebenezer Dole, Vice are in the majority, we seldom or never hear of
ed buttons—three vests, one doubled breast
Lincoln District.
Presidents—Samuel K. Gilman and Rev. riots—In Baltimore, where the Whigs were
ed striped Valencia, with red Flannel lining j
Edward Kavanagh,
3778
HYMENEAL.
one with black and white stripes, (also Valen
Wooster Parker, Secretaries—Rev. Mr. Pom- triumphant, we hear of no riots—In Delaware;
Jeremiah Bailey, (elected)
4240
Scattering,
MARRIED—In Gorham, 22d inst. Johh Mc cia,) with ivhite cotton lining,- the other at
182
roy, Gen. Fessenden, Rev. Mr. Thurston, where the Whigs carried the day, we hear of
Lellan, Esq. of Cornish, to Mrs. Eliza Ann Carev printed cottOn pattern, with rolling collar—
Kennebec and Somerset District.
Dr. La Fayette Perkins and Professor New no riots. These riots are almost invariably in
two or three pair of Pantaloons ; those he
of G.
Amos Nourse,
3301
ton a Committee of Overtures.
the districts carried by the Jackson party, and
In Portland, Mr. Daniel C. Colesworthy,, to wore when he left, Were dark mixed Satinet,’
George Evans, (elected)
5134
Miss Mary Jane Bowers.
the others were considerably worn—two pair
A resolution was adopted, inviting the fol this fact affords conclusive evidence, that
Scattering,
216
In Parsonsfield, Mr. John McArthur, to Miss of Shoes ; two Shirts and two pair Of short
Oxford District.
lowing gentlemen who were present, well these outrages are one of the means used by
Huldah, daughter of B. Dalton, Esq.
Stockings. He also took Witli him a light
Moses Mason jr. (elected)
4791
known friends of emancipation from abroad, that party to keep the present corrupt admin
In Eliot, 19th inst. Mr. Alfred Brooks, to Miss drab colored Surtout and a blue Umbrella.
Oliver Herrick,
3736
Eliza Jane, daughter of Mr. Samuel Dixon.
to take seats as corresponding members of istration in power.
Said Horace Kimball is seventeen years of
Scattering,
382
In Buxton, by Rev. Mr. Robbins, Mr. George age, of light complexion, dark eyes, hds a pe
the Convention :—Mr. Thompson from Eng
Again, the statements of facts made by
Penobscot and Somerset District.
S. Hay, to Miss Eunice C. Babb, both of Portland.
land, Rev. Amos A. Phelps, agent of the the Jackson party themselves, in reference to
Gorham Parks, (elected)
6192
In Buxton, Mr. Andrew Palmer of Hollis, to culiar habit of walking with his handfe in his
Pantaloons pockets and whistling;
Miss Catharine Berry of B.
Edward Kent,
4831
American Anti-Slavery Society, from Boston ; the last riot in Philadelphia county, show
Said boy hag had no provocation to be dis
In New Market (Lamprey river village,) Mr.
Scattering,
145
Rev. Cyrus P. Grosvenor of Salem, Mass. ; that the Whigs are not censurable for them.
Ezekiel Clark of Barnstead, to Miss Hannah satisfied, and hife been led to the Course he
Hancock and Washington District.
Littlefield of Wells.
has pursued by an idle; restive, vagrant dis
and Benjamin C. Bacon, Esq. of Boston, Sec Where did it take place ? At the quarters oc
Leonard Jarvis, (elected)
3742
position.
retary of the New England Anti-Slavery So cupied by the Whigs. What buildings were
Elijah Hamlin,
3417
OBITUARY
All ship owners and masters, are forbid
Scattering,
216*
ciety.
destroyed ? Those occupied by the Whigs, or
employing him on board theh’ vessels, and all
Waldo District.
DIED—In Biddeford, 18th inst. Mrs. Lydia, Printers Or any other person^ Whatever, are
A resolution was adopted, declaring it expe contiguous thereto. Who were ‘shot down’
Joseph Hall, (elected)
4251
wife of Capt. Seth Spring, aged 63 years.
dient to form a State Anti-Slavery Society, as the Tores term it ? The Tories—the ‘ JackWebster Kelly,
In Bangor, Isaac Edwards of Parsonsfield, forbid harboring, trusting or etrfploying hirri
2402
in any manner whatever as they would avoid
aged 19.
and a Committee was appointed to report a son Democrats.’ By their own account, then,
Scattering,
215
In Limington, Lucy Ellen, daughter of Mr. the penalty of the law, as I am determined to1
Jacksonmen in Italics.
Constitution.
the Tories were the aggressors—for it is not
prosecute any person known to employ said
Edward Clark, aged 6 months.
In the afternoon, several resolutions were pretended that the Whigs left their quarters
In Portsmouth, 16th inst. Charles Parker, son Runaway Apprentice. All persons are for
*In Trenton, the vote stood, Jarvis80, Hamlin
introduced, declaratory of the sentiments and and attacked the Tories. That the Whigs 37. Through the carelessness of the Selectmen, of William H. Y. Hackett, Esq. aged 6 months. bid harboring or trusting him on my account
In Hollis, 15th inst. Mrs. Mary, wife of Mr. as I shall pay no debts of his contracting.
views of the members in reference to the burnt their own quarters and the buildings of these votes were returned as cast for Morse and
O’Brien, the Senatorial candidates, thus making Joses Palmer, aged 56 years.—28th ult. George
The above reward Will be paid to sfny per
subject of their deliberations, supported by re their political and personal friends no one 117 votes against Jarvis, where there should have W. son of Maj. William Hobson, aged 8 months.
son who will return said Runaway, but nd
been a majority of 43 in his favor. By this gross
marks from different gentlemen and unani
charges.
pretends to say. Who then is chargeable and unpardonable carelessness, his majority is
SHIP NEWS,
mously adopted.
JAMES K. REMICH.
with these heinous offences ? Every atten diminished 160 votes. It should have been 268.
Kennebunk, October 20,1834.
The Committee appointed to prepare a
K
EN
NEB
UNK,
OCTOBER
25,
1834.
Augusta
Age.
tive and candid reader of the facts in the case
Constitution, reported the following :—
(X^Printers of Newspapers would much!
arrived.
must answer—the supporters of Andrew JackOhio.—The intelligence respecting the eCONSTITUTION.
oblige us by giving the above a gratuitotia
Oct. 17—Schs. Moro, Perkins, from Boston.
lections in Ohio is not yet very full. We
Art. 1. This Society shall be called the son.
21— Columbus, Huff, do.
insertion;
We have further evidence that the Tories give the several accounts which have been
Maine Anti-Slavery Society, and shall be
22— Mary, Webber, do.
23— Osprey, Perkins, do.
auxiliary to the American Anti-Slavery Soci alone are answerable for all this bloodshed received, as we find them in various papers.
SCHOOL MEETING;
cleared.
In the N. Y. Journal of Commerce, it is sta
ety.
and crime.
A week before the election, ted, on the authority of a respectable individ
Oct. 18—Brig Brutus, Merrill, Porto Rico.
Art. 2. The fundamental principles of
HE inhabitants of School District No. 5,
sailed.
this Society are that slave holding is a hein Page, the Postmaster of Philadelphia, was ual of Columbiana County, that Mr. Thomp
in the town of Kenpebunk, qualified
Oct.
20
—
Brig
William,
Ward,
Mobile
—
sch.
son,
the
present
Jackson
member
of
Congress
charged
by
a
respectable
newspaper
with
ous crime against God and man, and there
according to law to vote in town affairs, aré
Moro, Perkins, Boston.
from
the
17th
district,
which
includes
the
fore that Immediate Emancipation without holding the following language at a public
21—Schs. Grape, .Ward, Boston—Independ hereby notified to meet at the School House\
the condition of Expatriation is the duty of partisan meeting ; and proof was offered of counties of Columbiana and Carroll, is re ence, Hutchins, do.—brig Brutus, Merrill, Porto in said district, on Tuesday, the 4th day of
elected by a majority of 1019. His majority Rico.
the master and the right of the slave.
November next, àt six o’clock in the after
Art. 3. The leading object of this society the charge, if denied on the authority of the in 1832, was 533. The same individual says
MEMORANDA.
noon, to take into consideration the petition
that David Kilgore, a Jackson man, is elected
Ar. at Cowes, 4th ult. Rival, Stone, Matanzas. of John Lillie and others,-to see what time
is to do what it can, bj' moral and religious Postmaster :
in
the
19th
district,
in
the
place
of
Mr.
Leav

At
Rio
Janeiro,
1st
ult.
ship
New
Orleans,
means, and by no other, to secure the Imme
the Public School shall commence, to choose’
“ My friends,” “TAKE A HICKORY
diate and Entire Emancipation of our ensla CLUB IN ONE HAND, AND AN ASH itt, also a Jackson man. Kilgore’s majority Cole, from New York, unc.
a School Agent, Committee, Clerk, &c. and tá
Cid.
at
N.
York,
15th,
ship
Neva,
Nowell,
N.
is
400
:
that
of
Leavitt,
in
1832,
was
98.
A
ved brethren and sisters. This society will CLUB IN THE OTHER, and go to the
transact any other business which may come
Orleans.
letter
from
Putnam,
Muskingum
county,
in
also encourage and promote the intellectual, polls and drive your opponents from the ground.
Ar. at New York, 18lh, Philetus, McCurren, before said meeting.
the
same
paper,
says
that
that
county,
which
moral and religious improvement of the free And when you see a man with clean hands,
PHINEAS STEVENS, Agent,
Havre.
people of color, and by correcting prevailing genteelly dressed, make him stand back— last year gave a Jackson majority, has this
Kennebunk, Oct. 25, 1834.
Sailed from Cronstadt, Aug. 22, Caroline,
year given a Whig majority of 1301 votes. Nason, Boston.
and wicked prejudices, endeavor to obtain DRESS HIS WIG WELL FOR HIM.”
This .county, together with Licking, consti
for them, as well as the enslaved an equality
Ar. at Gloucester, 17th, sch. Olive Branch,
NEW GOODS.
This charge has been reiterated again and tute tlje 12th Congressional district, in which Saco.
with the whites in civil, intellectual and re
Ar. at Boston, 22d inst. brig Watchman, Pat
ligious privileges; but will never countenance again by the Whig papers, but, to our knowl Mr. Howell, the Whig candidate, is elected
in opposition to Mr. Mitchell, the present terson, Newcastle 5th ult.
the oppressed in vindicating their rights by edge, has not been denied.
ISAAC FURBISH
spoken.
member. In Perry county, Jackson last year,
physical force.
AS just received and offers for sale a
7th
ult.
lat.
47
49,
Ion.
5,
barque
Pomona,
Na

Cobbett
in
his
Life
of
Jackson,
which
the
Mr.
Findlay
has
a
majority
of
250,
and
in
Art. 4. Any person who assents to the
general assortment of
above principles may become a member of party presses are lauding to the skies, makes Morgan county, which was also a Jackson son.
17th inst. lat. 42 30, Ion. 61 30, brig Caroline,
ENGLISH
& AMERICAN'
one
last
year,
there
is
a
Whig
majority
of
this society by signing its constitution.
the following shameful incendiary sugges
Nason, Cronstadt for Boston.
DRY GOODS;
Art. 5. The officers of this society shall tion, which the Globe (the official paper at 250. In Guernsey, the majority for Mr. Bell,
the present Whig representative, is much in
be a President, one Vice President from each
IJVBM GOODS Jf
An elegant ship was launched in Bath, on
county, a Corresponding and Recording Sec Washington) has copied without disapproving creased since the last election, and he is re Wednesday the 15th inst. She is about 500 tons
GROCERIES;
elected.
retary, Treasurer, and an Executive Commit it :—
burthen,—and is owned by Messrs. George F.
The N. Y. Evening Star adds to the above, and John Patten.—Portland Adv. {
tee of six, of which the President and Secre
“ People must go and take Nicholas Biddle
that
in
Washington
county,
the
votes
are
taries shall be members. The President, and fling him into the street, and take his
ALSO, A HANDSOME ASSORTMENT OF
three to one against the Jackson ticket ; and
Vi® Presidents, Secretaries and Treasurer j books and burn them.”
JPgrrtictfiar AFotic&i
that the whig ticket has prevailed in Belmont.
HAO
WARE & JOINER’S
shall discharge the duties usually devolving
Let the people read these facts and ponder It also states that Mr. Olds, the Whig candi
LL persons indebted to the subscriber
on their respective offices. It shall be the
TOOLS.
them
well.
for
Newspapers,
are
requested
to
settle
date,
is
elected
in
the
8th
Congressional
dis

duty of the Executive committee to promote
Also, First Quality SPERM OIL ;
the
same
immediately.
As
he
has
many
ac

trict. The Washington Globe, however, in
the great objects of the society in such ways
Rectified do.—low priced.
t
Supreme Court.—Nathan Weston was sists that McLane, the present Jackson mem counts of long standing, it becomes necessary
as they may think proper, consistently with
All of which will be sold on the most
nominated by the Governor of this State, on ber, is re-elected. There are five counties in that they should be settled. Those who reasonable terms.
this Constitution.
Art. 6. The annual meeting of the soci the 16th inst. for Chief Justice of our Su this district, and the returns have been re cannot pay immediately are requested to set
Kennebunk, Oct. 17, 1834.
ety shall be on the last Wednesday of Octo preme Judicial Court, and Nicholas Emery ceived from only one (Franklin,) where there tle by Note. As it is his determination' to
have
all
his
Accounts
closed
as
soon
as
may
was
a
small
Jackson
majority.
ber at such place as may be designated by the
of Portland, Justice of the S. J. Court. It is
The Ohio Star states the gain and loss since be—he assures those who neglect this call, TEN DOLLARS HEW ABD.
Executive committee.
1832, in five counties, as follows: Loss in that all accounts which remain unsettled af
understood
that
the
nomination
of
Emery
is
After considerable debate, on the afternoon
HE house occupied by the subscriber, at
Portage, 621 : Gain in Washington, 1051 ; in ter the first of January next will be left with
Acton Corner, was broken open on the
of the 15th and the forenoon of the 16th, the not generally popular with the party. It was Perry; 930 ; in Licking, 800 ; and in Morgan, an Attorney for collection.
All persons indebted for advertising or oth night of the 14th inst. and a valuable Watch,
several articles of the constitution were a- expected that Shepley would have been ap 400: making a net Whig gain of 2560. Mr.
Silver Spoons, and Wearing Apparel, &c. to
dopted. The following gentlemen were pointed, and very many of the party were Sloane, a Whig, is re-elected to Congress, in er articles, are requested to pay the same.
This notice, be hopes, will be attended to, the amount of $50 was stolen. Suspicionsare
the 15th district, by a large majority.
desirous
that
he
should
be,
because
they
want
elected officers of the Society for the present
as it will save him the necessity of resorting to strong against a young man named Charles
Boston Patriot.
Shepley’s present office of U. S. Senator.
or Charles H. Thompson, who recently
year :—
more unpleasant measures.
closed his apprenticeship at the Thomaston
Georgia.—In sixty-five counties, the high
JAMES K. REMICH.
President—Hon. Samuel M. Pond of Mr. E. however, is a very fair Lawyer, we
State Prison. He has been seen about here
understand, and is, we doubt not, an honest est vote for members of Congress on the State
Kennebunk Gazette Office, ?
Bucksport.
within a few days, dressed rather decently,
October 25, 1834.
$
Pice Presidents—Dr. Burleigh Smart of man. We are pleased with his nomination. Rights ticket is 24,828, and the highest on
with Brown Coat and Blue Pantaloons. The
Kennebunk ; Samuel F. Hussey, Esq. of The Hallowell Advocate of Wednesday says: the Union ticket,. 27,359. There is little
watch was a double bottomed silver one,
doubt that the Union Candidates, Messrs.
Portland ; Samuel Pickard, Esq. Lewiston ;
JAMES B. JV. GOHIL
nearly new. The Spoons were all new,
Simeon Perkins, Esq. Hebron ; Prof. Calvin —“ These nominations will no doubt be con Coffee, Grantland, Haynes, Owens, Schley,
ENDERS his thanks to the inhabitants marked T. D. P. A double breasted CassiNewton, Waterville; Dr. James Bowen, firmed by the Council to-day, and probably Sandford, Terrell, Towns and Wayne are
of this town and its vicinity for the ve mere Vest, a Changeable Silk Gowp, a Silk
Bloomfield ; Rev. Stephen Thurston, Pros the whole Court will be present at the capital elected.
Velvet Stock, and two Silk Hdkfs. are ary liberal patronage with which they have
pect ; John Godfrey, J^sq. Bangor ; Win. A. trial which is to commence to-morrow.”—On
The Elections.—New Jersey has gone from favored him, since his commencement in mong the articles of wearing apparel Stolen.
Crocker, Esq. Machias ; John Buck. Esq. Or
the other hand, the Portland Advertiser of us and we have a great mind neither to put business, and begs leave to inform his friends The above reward will be paid fortheappre
land.
hension of the thief, and discovery of articles,'
Rev. George E. Adams of Brunwick, Cor Thursday evening says :—“ We learn from on mourning for her nor to write an obituary and customers and the public generally, that and it is hoped the public will be on the alert
he continues to carry on the
responding Secretary.
Augusta this morning, that the confirmation notice.—She has shamefully deceived us,
TAILORING BUSINESS ' to bring the notorious villain to justice.
Samuel K. Gilman, Esq. of Hallowell, Re of Mr. Emery’s nomination is very doubtful.” and if it were not for some tender reminis
SAMUEL C. ADAMS.
cences
of
Anno
Domini
1828,
when
she
alone
IN ALL ITS BRANCHES,
cording Secretary.
Oct. 15,1834.
of all the disputed States breasted the storm
John Eveleth, Esq. of Augusta, Treasurer.
at
his
Shop,
(over
Mr.
P.
S
tevens
’
Jeweller
’
s
The tories are shouting ‘ victory’ at the top of Jacksonism, we would treat her as the
Asa Redington, jr. Esq. of Augusta, Y ExecShop,) where he will be happy to execute any
COWJVANTED.
Ebenezer Dole, Esq. of Hallowell, > utive of their voices, because they did not lose the Times does all whig victories with silent con orders for work, in the neatest and most fash
tempt.
To
be
serious
—
we
speak
candidly
Stephen Sewall, Esq. of Winthrop, j Com. stales of Pennsylvania, New Jersey and
V/U ANTED immediately, by the subserf-"
when we say that we do not believe the ionable style.
ber, a first rate New Milch Cow.
Among the Resolutions adopted were the Georgia at the late elections. Pennsylvania cause of Jacksonism has gained a single vote
He has recently received the latest fashions ’ ’
J. K. REMICH.'
has been a Jackson State all along. New in that State. The result of the late contest for Surtouts, Wrappers, Box and Hunt
following :—
Kennebunk, Oct 17, 1834.
ing Goats.—Garments made by him warran
Resolved, That ministers of the gospel of Jersey has been a Jackson State, too. Last has proved what we feared but would not be ted to fit ; and he assures the public that ev
all denominations, favorable to the anti-sla year the Jackson majority was 6000 and this lieve, that Sectarianism was stronger than ery exertion will be used to give perfect satis
very cause, be respectfully and earnestly re year it does not exceed 1000. Georgia has Patriotism and that the two divisions of the faction to all who may favor him with their
NOTICE
Society of Friends in their desire to express patronage.
quested to deliver addresses or sermons on
the subject on or about the fourth of July of always been a Jackson State, and it was not their condemnation of Messrs. Southard and
LL persons, having unsettled Ucfe’ountSf
J. B. N. G. will furnish his customers with
with the firm of
each year, and to take up collections ip aid expected that the political character of its Frelinghuysen have Jost sight of the great
FUR
COLLARS,
at
short
notice.
of the cause.
delegation in Congress would be changed by cause of Civil Liberty. In the county ofBurj/.
X,
WORFtTWOO# # Co.
Kennebunk, Oct. 23, 1834.
Resolved, That it is no part of the plans the late election. It is true the party is divi lington alone this unfortunate question out of
previous
to
1834, are requested to settle the'
and objects of this convention to promote the
the way and we should have had a majority
same, before the close of the present year.
amalgamation of the whites and blacks by in ded there, and two tickets for members of of from twelve to fifteen hundred votes. In
All such demands that remain unsettled at
Congress were run—-the Union, which is Hunterdon we lost at least four hundred and
termarriages.
the close of the present year, they intehd to’
what we should term here the ‘ regular nom in the southern counties twice as many more.
AS just received his Fall and Winter advertise and sell at public auction.
Maryland.—The Senate of this State con ination’ party, and the State Rights, who do We now put on record for future reference
supply of New Goods, consisting of
Kennebunk-port, Oct. 18, 1834.
that
whenever
the
contest
shall
come
fairly
sists of 15 members—all Whigs. The House not like to wear a collar. We know not why
a general assortment, which are offered for
between a whig and tory President the State
of Delegates consists of 80 members—62 of the Tories should shout ‘ Victory’ in conse of New Jersey will be found on the right sale on the most reasonable terms for cash or
produce.
WM. LORD.
whom are Whigs and 18 Tories.
Last year quence of their successes in these States, un side.
Kennebunk, Oct. 23,1834.
Now turn we to the Iron Arch of the con
there were 47 Tories in the two Houses.— less they are rejoiced that justice has not yet
HOMAS’ (old) FARMERS’ ALMA
A United States Senator, in place of Mr. overtaken them, and prostrated their power federacy^ As far as heard from she has done
NACK, for 1835, calculated for the
nobly, and gives us the assurance that she
Chambers, who has resigned his seat, is to in those places hitherto regarded as their will one day atone for the injury she has «1
State of Maine.
S A C K S FINE LIVERPOOL
be chosen by the new Legislature.
Robinson’s Maine Farmers’ Alrhanäck-.
strong-holds—but they should recollect that» worked. In ’28 the Jackson majority was . JjaWF SALT, for sale at Boston prices by
For sale at the publishers’ prices by t^‘
50,804, in 1832 we reduced it to 24,267, and
MILLER & HALL.
‘
justice
though
slow
is
sure.
’
Boston.—The two branches of the city
1000, gross, dozen or single, by
Oct. 4,1834.
this year we shall lop off at least, 10,000
government, in Convention, have resolved,
D. REMICH.
Bowdoin College.—There are at present, more. Let not our friends be discouraged—
NOTICE.
” Kennebunk, Oct. 11, 1834.
that the number of Representatives to be sent
if but one fourth the proportionate reactions
by the city to the next General Court of we understand, 147 students at this Institu have taken place in this State we are sure of
N consideration of the long and faithful
AUCTION. '
‘
Massachusetts shall be 67.
tion, viz :—Seniors 32 ; Juniors 27 ; Sopho victory.—Every return we get from Pennsyl-j
services of my son, Howard Shapleigh,
I hereby relinquish to him all claims to his
vania proves the death-knell of Van Bhrenmores 53 ; Freshmen 35.
ILL be sold at Public Auc
There is no choice of County Treasurer in
ism in that State and divested of the magic of future services and earnings. He is at per
tion, on Saturday, 25th
Somerset County. The votes cast at the late
fect
liberty
to
act
and
trade
for
himself.
Jackson
’
s
name
he
would
be
powerless
there,
A COW-cumber.—A cucumber grew in
Ig October, at 3 o’clock, P. M., the
election were as follows ¡-Blunt (Whig)
” ’VeT t
e
ra
J 1 j Let us all then look to the interior of PennWILLIAM SHAPLEIGH.
3220 ; Philbrick (Tory)3198 ; Scattering 63;1 the Garden of Col. John Spring of Saco, this ; sylvania and judge from What has been done
zSL House, Out-Buildings and about 9
Parsonsfield, Oct. 24,1834.
Q
vit1 r*it measured
moacnr.vl 22^
00X inches
innkno in
i.i length,
Inn.rf!.
________________ _
j! Season,
which
Acres good Land adjoining, formerly occupi
there what oqr own State will assuredly do.
ed by R. Patten, as a Taverp Stand, 1-4 tnile
FIR wwjvteii
Installation.— Rev. Joseph Vaill was 15£ inches in circumference, and weighed 7
JV. Y. Mercantile.
ANTED a thrifty Spring Pig, weighing from Kennebunk Meeting House, on the
installed as pastor of the second Church and pounds ! !
from 40 to 60 lbs, Enquire at the main road leading to Saco, Terms at Sale.,
The new “ Hallowell House” is to be open
Society in Portland on the 15th inst. Ser- j
----------------ALEX, W A RRfiN, Auctioneer,
office of the Gazette.
mon by Professor Emerson of Andover— I Phrenology is having a great run in Port ed this evening with a Public Ball.
Kennebunk, Oct. 4»1834,
Oct. 18,1834,
Kennebec Journal of Wednesday last,
charge by Rey? Mr. Johnson of Saco.
! land under the lecturing of Mr. Silas Jones.
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POETRY?
“PLEAD THOKm’yYaUS’e.’’

•

“ Plead Thou—oh plead my cause !
Each self-excusing plea
My trembling soul withdraws,
And flies to thee.
When Justice rears her throne,
Ah, who, save thee alone,
May stand, O spotless One ?—
Plead thou my cause I

Ah, plead not ought of mine,
Before thine altar thrown ;
Fragments—when all is thine—
All—all thy own !
Thou seest what stains they bear :
Oh since each tear, each prayer,
Hath need of pardon there,
Plead thou my cause !

With lips that, dying, breathed
Blessings for words of scorn ;
With brow where I had wreathed
The piercing thorn ;
With breast to whose pure tide
He did the weapon guide,
Who hath no home beside,
Plead thou my cause !

Plead when the tempter’s art,
To each fond hope of mine,
Denies this faithless heart
Can e’er be thine.
If slander whisper, too,
The sin I never knew,
Thou who couldst urge the true,
Plead thou my cause 1
Oh, plead my cause ;
Plead thine within my breast;
Till there thy peaceful Dove
Shall build her nest.
Thou know’st this will—how frail;
Thou know’st—though language fail—
My soul’s mysterious tale :—
Plead thou my cause 1”

TEMPERANCE DEPARTMENT.

[From the United States Gazette.]

THE INTEMPERATE.
Stopping at a town in Massachusetts,
which I had formerly known, I thought to
improve the few moments of preparing din
ner and changing stages, by inquiring out
those whom I had seen start ahead of me
in business, and whose virtues or errors had
been pointed at as examples to be imitated,
or beacons to be avoided, in my approach
ing turn to navigate the dangerous channels
of manhood. It is a.delightful thing occa
sionally to catch a glimpse down the path
way of life, and see how have fared those
whose startings we have witnessed, and
whose course for a season we have known—
to heave a sigh where errors have turned
the travellers aside, or smile where virtue
has been the pilot or the guide. I was
shocked at the inroads which intemperance
had made, and heard with inexpressible
pain the story of misery and anguish that
includes the suffering of hundreds, for every
instance of drunkenness. My informant
knew the story of all, and of twenty for
whom I made an enquiry, the prison, the
almshouse, or th** grave, bad been the ref
uge of fifteen from intoxication. Let his
story, told in a few minutes, of one for
whom I made special inquiries, be read
with the confidence that is deserved by en
tire truth, excepting only the name and the
location.
Williams had started in life with active
habits, a good constitution, and a devotion
to business; and at his 22d year, found
himself master of a merchant vessel. At
tention and perseverance supplied the place
of education, and if wealth did not flow in
with a rapid tide, it came steadily, in a
stream which appeared to promise a regular
and permanent supply. Marriage followed
and the happiness of life was increased by
additions to the family ; for here, where sub
sistence is so easily obtained, children are
indeed a blessing. Business prospered, and
yonder neat and commodious house, with
its grounds and outbuildings, was purchased
by Williams as a family residence. It was
a cheerful sight to see him on the Sabbath,
after his return from a voyage, approach
the church with his amiable and exemplary
wife and their flock of children. The hear
ty shake and the honest congratulation of
his townsmen, on his arrival, told plainly
the estimation in which he was held.
An interruption of commerce placed
Williams for a short time out of employ
ment, but could not impair his means of
comfortable support—they were ample ;
but idleness increased habits of sociability,
the fashion of exhibiting the bottle and of
leading in the hospitable participation of its
contents, engendered an appetite for the in
toxicating draught, and a mind not well cul
tivated yielded to the influences of idleness
and improper companions.
«
Let it suffice, Williams lost the confi
dence of the merchants, lost the respect of
the community, lost his property, lost the
regard of his children, lost the last stay of
all self-respect. He became a drunkard :
a beastly attachment swallowed up the last
dollar he had, and with it seemed to swal
low up all shame. All was gone—all, but
the love of his wife. It is much that will
quench that flame in woman.
She may
weep, condemn, complain, and even die;
but not until then, will her love go out.
His wife sustained the reverse like—like a
woman. Necessitated to leave her house
deeply mortgaged, she gathered her numer
ous children into a single room at a dis
tance ; there she sustained them with a de
cency that showed her a mother, and there
she maintained her lost husband with a
fidelity that showed her a Christian.
Years passed on, but brought no change ex
cept that regular decadence from bad to
worse that marks the drunkard’s course ;
ancT'Williams was lost to society, to his fam
ily, to hope. Squalid poverty set its seal
upon him, and the man whose spring of life
was so full of promise, sunk away in the
midst of his summer, undeserving a friend,
too low to boast^of an enemy.”
“ And he is then dead ;” said I, inqui
ringly.
“ No, not dead—intemperance enjoined
the long sacrifice of a living victim.
In the spring of last year, an enterprising
ship-owner of our own town met Williams

early in the morning sober. The circum
stance attracted his attention. He spoke to
him—-the wretched man felt that even such
a notice was worth something, and he paus
ed.”
“ Why,” said the merchant, “ do you not
work ?”
“ Why should I work ? The earnings
of a whole day, if given to me, would scarce
ly pay for the liquor which 1 should inevita
bly purchase between the place of payment
and my house.”
“ But would not the duty you owe your
wife and family dictate another course ?”
“ It did not keep me in another course
when I had credit and a good name, and
was master of a vessel.”
“ But you feel the evils of your course,
and you hourly see the consequences to
your excellent wife and children. Some
thing is due to them.”
“ Every thing is due to them—’but who
will give me a vessel again—who will en
trust a drunkard with his ship and a car
go ?”
<£ Nobody—neither friend nor enemy ;
but satisfy the former that you are worthy
of the trust, and you may command confi
dence.”
“ There is not a man in town that will
give me an honr’s labor ; I have tried it.”
“ But did you ever try it under a pledge
not to become intoxicated ?”
“ I did, twice ; but I violated the promise
and now it is useless to try again. There
is not a man to aid me, or to help me aid
myself.”
“Still you should seek employment in
any situation.”
“ I now seek it of you. Will you em
ploy me in any capacity in your vessel that
leaves the first of next week, if I promise
not to drink intoxicating liquor ?”
“ I will—go as a common hand ; you
will then be out of the way of temptation,
for there is no liquor on board, and may
God prosper you I”
The voyage, in which every man on
board was concerned, proved to be very
prosperous.
This summer he commands a small ves
sel, and in one year more he will redeem
from mortgage the house and land, and re
store his wife and children to their home.
e£ This,” said I, “ is the triumph of rea
son.”
“ It is,” said he,££ but it is not aZZ.”
The family circle, made miserable by
his errors, is restored to happiness. I may
not repeat all that I have heard in that
circle; but there was joy in the hearts of
the smitten wife and children, over the re
pentance of the wandering husband and
father, that must have been heard in heaven
— because, thither the wife sent her heart
felt thanks for the miracles that seemed to
come in answer to her prayers.

STOVES • STOVES ! Î

PROBATE NOTICES.

At a Court of Probate held at Limerick, within
and for the County of York, on the first
Monday of October, in the year of our Lord
eighteen hundred and thirty-four, by the
Honourable WM. A. HAYES, Judge of
said Court:
ARAH MASON, administratrix of the
estate of Simon Mason, late of Kennebunk-port, in said county, deceased, having
presented her second account of administra
tion of the estate of said deceased, for allow
Gillpatrick & Hillard,
VEGETABLE.
ance :
AVE for sale, at their Store in Kenne
ORDERED—That the said administratrix
HE only specific ever offered to the
bunk, (next door east of Phineas give notice to all persons interested, by caus
public from which a permanent and
Stevens’ Silver Smith’s Shop,)
ing a copy of this order to be published three radical cure may be obtained of that disa.
weeks
successively
in
the
Kennebunk
Ga

A large assortment of S TO VES ; consisting of
zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said county, greeable pain the Tooth-ache, with all ¡(S
looking Stoves ;
that they may appear at a Probate Court to attendant evils ; such as fracturing the Jav
Parlour Stoves ; Box Stoves, be held at Alfred, in said county, on the in extracting the Teeth, which often proveg
suitable for Meeting Houses, School Houses, first Monday in November next, at ten of more painful than the Tooth-ache itself, and
the clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if cold passing from the decayed Teeth to the
Stores, Shops, &c. &c.
any they have, why the said account should Jaw, thence to the head, producing a rheu
also—An assortment of
not be allowed.
matic affection, with many other unpleas,
FIRE FRAMES.
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
ant effects, such as a disagreeable breath,
Cast Iron Oven Alouths.
A true copy—ittest,
bad taste in the mouth, &c.; all of which
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
Persons wishing to purchase are invited to
are produced from foul or decayed Teeth*
1.
Oct. 11.___________________ _
call and examine forthemselves. They have
I am happy to have it in my power to of
on hand an extensive assortment, of different At a Court of Probate held at Limerick, with
sizes, all of which will be sold at very low
in and for the county of York, on the first fer to the world a remedy that will not only
prices.
Monday in October, m the year of our Lord remove the pain nine times out of ten,if
([/“Stove Apparatus furnished at
eighteen hundred and thirtyfour, by the Hon. properly applied, but preserve the teeth
short notice. (fV5"’Funnel made and repaired.
WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge of said from further decay, and arrest the disease in
Kennebunk, Sept. 26, 1834.
such as are decay ing and have not commen
M.* MERRILL, Executor of the last
ced aching, restoring them to health am}
will of Eli Cole, late of Buxton, in
NEW PIER.
said county, yeoman, deceased, having pre usefulness.
EALED PROPOSALS will be received sented his second account of administration
NEW-YORK CITY, SEPT. 15, 1832.
by the subscriber, until the 1st day of of the estate of said deceased, for allowance :
The undersigned, in his practice as a Den
November next, for the following description ORDERED—That the said Executor give tal Surgeon, having extensively used, for
of Stone, to be used in a Pier to be erected at notice to all persons interested, by causing a the cure of the tooth-ache, Thomas White’s
the entrance of Kennebunk River.
copy of this order to be published three
First—1231 tons of headers for the face of weeks successively in the Kennebunk Gazette, Vegetable Tooth-ache Drops, and with de.
the wall, in blocks from 3 feet 5 inches to 7 printed at Kennebunk, in said county, that cided success, he can recommend them,
feet 6 inches long, and weighing one and a they may appear at a Probate Court to be when genuine, as superior to any other rem.
half tons and upwards.
held at Alfred, in said county, on the first edy now before the public, and can say that
Second—704 tons of stretchers for faces, in Monday in November next, at ten ot the these Drops receive the unqualified appro,
blocks not under two feet in width, or one clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any bation of the Medical faculty at large.
and a half tons in weight.
they have, why the said account should not
JONATHAN DOGE,
Third—150 tons thorough headers, extend be allowed.
No. 5, Chamber st.
ing from one face of the wall to the other, 6
Attest, Wm. Cutter Alles, Register.
Messrs. Crosby & Co. Gent.—After
feet 7 and a half inches long, weighing not
A true copy,—Attest,
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
less than one and a half tons and averaging
much delay, I have had White’s Tooth
Oct. 11._____________________________ ache Drops tested which you had the good
one and three quarters tons each.
Fourth—107 cubic yards, in blocks three At a Court of Probate holden at Alfred, with ness to give me when at your place. The
feet wide and not under five feet long, to be
in and for the county of York, on the first delay has been, perhaps, in part for want
measured in the wall after being roughly
Monday of September, in the year of our of confidence in patent medicines generally,
hammered.
Lord eighteen hundred and thirty-four, by the and partly by having no occasion in my
Fifth—89 yards of Capping, in blocks six
Honorable WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said
own family. I am happy in saying that I
feet long and not under two and a half feet
Court :
average width, to be measured in the wall
N the petition of Sarah Mitchell, wid have given it to 8 or 10 of my friends, and
after being roughly hammered.
ow' of Daniel Mitchell, late ofKen- in every case it gave relief ; and 1 do not
Sixth—794 Tons of blocks for the heart of
know
nebunk-port, in said county, deceased, pray
 of but one case which had a second
the wall, each weighing one ton and upwards. ing for an allowance out of the personal es application, and that was one of a person
Seventh—620 Tons of rubble and ballast. tate of said deceased :
over 70 years of age.
All the above described blocks must be
ORDERED—That the petitioner give no
Yours very Respectfully,
well split, squared, free from wind, and may tice thereof to all persons interested in said
PARLEY GODDARD.
vary in thickness or rise from 18 to 24 in estate, by causing a copy of this order to be
Worcester, Jan. 8, 1834.
ches in such proportions of each rise as published in the Kennebunk Gazette, print
may be required by the Government Agent. ed in Kennebunk, in said county? three weeks
Sold wholesale and retail by JOHN
The delivery of the Stone to commence on successively, that they may appear at a Pro LILLIE, Kennebunk-, Nathan Kendall,
the first of May, and to be completed by the bate Court to be holden at Alfred, in said
Alfred; Wm. C. Stimpson, & Co. No. 134,
first of September, 1835.
county, on the first Monday in November
Each proposal must state distinctly what next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and South Side, Faneuil Hall; Rogers, & Co.
quantity of Stone will be furnished, and no shew cause, if any they have, why the prayer No. 78 and 79, Commercial Street ; S. N.
Brewer, & Brothers, No. 90 and 92, Wash
(t/^In raising a hue and cry against the contract will be entered into without sureties of said petition should not be granted.
bank, for demanding damages on the French for its faithful performance.
ington St. ; Maynard & Noyes, No. 13,
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
The proposals must also state the price of A true copy,—Attest,
bill, “ the government” cuts its oWn fingers.
Cornhill, Boston.
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
Of the $158,000 claimed, the United States, Stone per ton, or cubic yard, if delivered at
Sept. 27._____________________________
as the owner of one fifth of the stock of the the work to be erected, and laid in their proper
WHMTONS
bank, will receive back $31,600—while it place at such points as the Superintendant of At a Court of Probate holden at Alfred, within
will still have a fair claim upon the French the work shall direct, and what price if deliv
and for the county of York, on the first
[Price reduced to 25 cenfs.]
Government for the whole amount.—So that, ered on such wharves as shall be designated
Monday of September, in the year of our Lord
in
Kennebunk-port.
instead of being swindled out of $158,000, as
Which
cures in less than one hour’s appli- <
eighteen hundred and thirty-four, by the Hon
The Pier is to be constructed of blocks
the tory newspapers assert, our government
cation. See directions.
orable WILLIAM A. MAYES, Judge of
of
stone
laid
in
regular
courses,
the
number
will, in fact, be an actual gainer to the amount
HE character of this celebrated Oint
said
Court
:
of one fifth of that sum ! That is, provided of which will depend upon the thickness and
ment stands unrivalled for being a safe,
N the petition of Edmund Coffin, a cred
that the French government ever pays any may vary as above stated, from 18 to 24
speedy and certain cure for that loathsome
itor
of
the
estate
of
Nath'I
Pillsbury,
thing, which notwithstanding the boasted inches. The width of the wall will be 13i
disease called the Itch—and for all kinds of
late of Shapleigh, in said county, deceased,
diplomacy of Mr. Rives, appears to be some feet at the base, and 6 feet at the summit. It praying that administration of the estate of pimples on the skin. It is also a valuable ar
will average 19 feet high, and about 240 feet
what doubtful.—Dover Enquirer.
said deceased may be granted to him the said ticle for the Salt Rheum and Chilblains.
long.
The well known JAUNDICE BITTERS,
The two upper courses will be connect Edmund :
which are so eminently useful for removing
Incorruptibility of the Post Office.—“ I gave
ORDERED
—
That
the
petitioner
give
no

Obadiah B. Brown, of the Bost Office De ed with each other, secured to the work tice thereof to all persons interested in said all Jaundice and Billions complaints.
partment, an elegant carriage and span of beneath—so as to constitute one solid mass, estate, by causing a copy of this order to be Afresh supply is just received, and for sale by
horses,” said a contractor to a tavern keeper 5*| feet thick and 240 feet long.
JOHN LILLIE, Kennebunk,
published in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed
BARNABAS PALMER, Agent.
in a neighboring state. “ What did you get
ENOCH GOODALE, Saco.
in Kennebunk, in said county, three weeks
Kennebunk,
Sept.
27,
1834.
by that?” said he of the bar. “ Get! why I
W. C. MITCHELL, Portland,
successively, that they may appear at a Pro Wholesale by
got the best contracts 1 ever had.”
bate Court to be holden at Alfred, in said and Henshaw & Co. Delano & Whitney, Hastings,
~ kiST OF LETTERS
Marsh & Co. W. C. Stimpson, Low and Reed, J.P.
county, on the first Monday in November Hall and others, Druggists in Boston, and all orders to
Young Whigs.—The late glorious victory Remaining in the Post Office at North-Ber next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and be
addressed to Jesse Daniell, & Co. Dedham, Mass.
wick,
Me.
Sept.
30,
1834.
in Baltimore is universally ascribed to the
shew cause, if any they have, why the prayer
A. B. C. D.
patriotic exertions of the young men of the
of said petition should not be granted.
Real Estate for Sale.
city.—The young and ardent spirits of the
Attest,, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
BRAHAM ANDREWS,Berwick,Charles
npHE subscriber offers for sale
whole land are to be found beneath the ban
A
true
copy
—
Attest,
Andrews, Berwick, John Avery, Ber
A his House and the land ad
W
m
.
C
utter
A
llen
,
Register.
ner of constitutional liberty.
wick, Ephraim Allen, Andrew Allen, Sanford
joining, pleasantly situated in the
Sept.
20.
______________________
—Joel Billings, Charles Brooks, Berwick,
village of Kennebunk. The dwel
Nothing is better than Gold, say the Tories. Samuel Butler, Berwick,—Asenath Chesley,
ling- house is two stories high, well finished
Patent Brick Oven.
We, shout the Whigs, prefer Liberty. These Berwick, Asenath Clark, Berwick, Mary, Ann,
HE subscriber has purchased the right and was built but a few years ago. The
have now become the rallying words of the Joan & Elizabeth Colcord, Berwick,—Levi
of building the Patent Brick Oven in whole or a part of the land would be sold
two parties : the Tories carrying on the con Dollaff, Berwick.
with the House, as would best suit the pur
the towns of Kennebunk, Kennebunk-port,
test with the cry, 11 All for Gold and Power !n
F. G. H. L. M.
The Whigs respond, “ ALL FOR LIBER
Elizabeth H. Frost,—Peter Grant,—Abra Wells, York, Eliot, Kittery, North-Berwick, chaser. Possession would be given in De
TY AND THE CONSTITUTON !”
ham Henderson, Oliver Hill, Berwick, Fran Berwick, South Berwick, Sanford and Leb cember next. It will be sold at a fair price
cis Heard, Samuel Ham, Berwick,—J. S. anon. The oven is heated without th$ use and on good terms. Persons wishing to pur
Francis Granger has been nominated as Ladd, Berwick,—R. E. Messenger, Berwick. of fire in the oven—so that it possesses the chase are invited to call and examine the
important advantage of a clean bottom at premises.
Q. R. S. T. V. W.
the Whig candidate for Congress from the
Also—A Pew, on the lower floor of the
Nathaniel Quint,—Caroline Rogers,— all times—it also holds heat much longer than
26th District in New York—old Ontario.
Thomas Shapleigh, Berwick,—Mary Thurell, the common oven. It may be built in new or Meeting-House of the Second Parish.
([/“Persons indebted to the subscriber are
old chimnies.—This improvement deserves
Andrew Jackson, the Hero of Three Wars.— Jesse Tibbets, Berwick,—Elijah Varney, Ber the particular attention of Bakers.
requested to call and make immediate pay
wick,
—
Linzee
Wallis,
Berwick.
The War against the Constitution—the War
ment, in order that he may be enabled to
For further particulars apply to
M. HUBBARD, P. M.
against the Senate—and the War against the
meet the demands against him.
HOSAH GOODWIN.
Currency.
H. CHADBOURNE.
Kennebunk, Sept. 10,1834.
Kennebunk, August 22, 1834.
Accident.—The South WTest Bend Bridge Remaining in the Post Office at Kennebunk,
SPERM OIL.
in Durham, Me. was broken down last Friday
Sept. 30, 1834.
MILLER
ALL Strained Sperm Oil for sale by
by the weight of a drove of cattle, which was
OULD notify all those with whom they I
A. B. C. D. E. F. G.
MILLER
&
HALL.
passing at the time. The whole drove was
AMES BURNHAM, Ivory Billings,—
have unsettled accounts of more than
Sept.
19,1834.
precipitated into the river, and several head
Doct. Henry Clark, L. H. M. Cochran,
six months standing, that settlement must be
of cattle lost.
Humphrey Chadbourn, Ebenezer Cleaves,
made by the 1st of December next.
MST OF FETTERS
Likewise all who are indebted to them, and
Miss Elizabeth J. Cleaves, Miss Mary Clark,
Although it is now three hundred years —Richard Davis, William Drown,—Benja Remaining in the Post Office at Kennebunk have engaged to pay in Lumber, Wood or
port,
Oct.
1,
1834.
since the missionaries of the different orders min Elwell,—Daniel Gillpatrick, Miss AdaCountry Produce, must bring those articles
A. B. D. F. G. K.
entered China, with a view of making prose line Goodale, Samuel Jellison.
very soon, or cash will be expected.
AMUEL
ADAMS,
—
John
Brown
3d.
2,
—
lytes, there is not, at this time, a single na
Kennebunk, Oct. 3,1834.
H. I. J. K. L. M.
Samuel Durrill,—Capt. Leander Foss,
tive Chinese, that has the least knowledge of
Alvah Hill, Miss Maria Huston,—Mrs. Ab
2,
—
Timothy
Ham,
2,
—
Jacob
Knight.
the Christian religion.
WOO» WANTED.
igail Jefferds, Kennebunk Gazette, Joseph
L. P. S. T. W.
Kimball, Jacob Knight, Miss Lucy M. Kim
George Perkins, Mrs. Mary Persons,—Capt.
GEOGRAPHY FOR CHILDREN, by ball,—Miss Jane Littlefield, William Lord, Oliver Smith, 2,—Daniel Tripp,—Joshua
HE subscribers wish to purchase 150
H. N. Brinsmade, late instructor in the John Lewis, Samuel H. Littlefield, Benjamin Wells, James Waterhouse.
cords of good Oak and Maple wood.
American Asylum, Hartford, (Conn.) Embel

ALSO
Littlefield,
—George W. Miles, Samuel Mitch
OLIVER BOURN, P. M.
lished with numerous engravings illustrating ell.
50 Cords of good Hard Pine Wood, for
the subjects, and ten neatly engraved maps.
which the highest market price will be paid.
N. O. P. Q. R. S.
GRASS SEED.
Second edition revised.
JAMES & ISAAC LORD.
Samuel Pike,—J. K. Remich, 2,—Phineas
erds grass & clover seed.
An Essay upon DEMONIACS ; with re Stevens, Miss Mary K. Stevens, Mrs. Eunice
Kennebunk, Sept. 20,1834.
For sale by MILLER & HALL.
mark« upon the existence and influence of Simpson, 2, George Storer Wells.
Notice?
7*
Oct. 8,1834.
fallen spirits.
For sale by
T. U. V. W. X. Y. Z.
D. REMICH.
THE subscriber, having contracted with
NOTICE.
Augustus Thorndike, Stephen Thurston,
Kennebunk, Oct. 11,1834.
the overseers of the poor of the town
HE subscriber having contracted with
Mrs. Lydia Tindal, Miss Abigail Taylor, Mrs.
the town of Kennebunk, to support the of Wells, to support all the paupers belong
Hannah Thompson,—Capt. Thomas Wiles,
ing to said town, and having made provision
poor of said town for one year, hereby gives
LIME.
George Wise, 2, Miss Hannah E. Whitten.
notice that he has made suitable provision for for their support accordingly, he therefore
homaston lime. For sale by
JAMES OSBORN, Jr.P. M.
them at the town Work-House, and hereby forbids all persons harboring or supporting
MILLER & HALL.
forbids all persons harboring or trusting any any pauper of the town of Wells, on his
POTATOES WANTED.
Oct. 8,1834.
KjB
BUSHELS good assorted of the Paupers of said town, as he is deter account, except where he has made an agree
ment tor so doing.
mined to pay no bill for their support.
Potatoes wanted by
ODFISH, of prime quality, for sale by
JOSIAS LITTLEFIELD.
ALEXANDER G. FÜRNALD.
MILLER & HALL.
MILLER & HALL.
Wells, August 4,1834,
Kennebunk, May 1, 1834.
Oct. 2,1834.
,
Sept. 19,1834.
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